
INTERNATIONAL RESCUE COMMITTEE - LIBERIA 
 
                                         JOB VACANCY  

 
Position   :  FLEET Assistant    
Duty Station   :  Monrovia 
Reports To   :     Fleet Officer   
Grade    :  9B 
Duration    :   12 months with possibility of extension 
 
Background: 
Founded in 1933 at the request of Albert Einstein, the International Rescue Committee (IRC) (www.Rescue.org) helps 
people whose lives and livelihoods are shattered by conflict and disaster, to survive, recover and gain control of their 
future. The IRC responds to the world’s worst humanitarian crises and helps people to survive and rebuild their lives. At 
work today in over 42 countries and 22 U.S. cities, we restore safety, dignity and hope to millions who are uprooted and 
struggling to endure. The IRC leads the way from harm to home. 
IRC has worked in Liberia since 1996 and is one of the largest humanitarian actors in the country. The IRC implements 
innovative health; women, youth & Child protection and empowerment; as well as refugee response programs in Lofa, 
Nimba, Montserrado, Maryland.  
 
Overview:  
The Fleet Officer will assist in the proper and timely maintenance of Monrovia based vehicle fleet as per 
maintenance schedule and including generators and other equipment routine maintenance. S/He will also be 
responsible for the efficient handling and tracking of Vehicle movements including Airport Shuttle and duty 
movement. The Fleet Assistant will assist by ensuring that all Vehicles are safe, secured and well equipped 
with necessary tools and accessories.   
 

Specific Duties: 

 Work closely with Fleet Officer and Program Team in the management of Monrovia based Vehicles 
including, dispatching and following up on Vehicles. 

 Provide extended supports to Vehicles and Drivers based in Grand Bassa and Margibi Counties  

 Maintains proper documentation for fleet including Log sheets, maintenance records, vehicle 
registration insurance and incident reports. 

 Ensure that all vehicles fueled at all times, cleaned and road worthy 

 Responsible for the fueling of Generators 

 Assist in organizing daily task functions for the Driver’s pool ensuring that daily timelines are well 

followed and met. 

 Together with the Mechanic, ensure that all based Vehicles and Generators receive proper 

maintenance (preventive and curative) and maintain proper electronic tracking of all vehicle 

repair/service history this include extended garage where an IRC Vehicle/Generator is taken 

 Ensure that Monrovia, Grand Bassa and Margibi Offices Vehicles/Generators has stock of emergency 
diesel fuel and gasoline at all times 

 Ensure that Vehicle fuel consumption are accurately recorded and accounted for by Drivers 

 Monitor Generator and Vehicle fuel consumption.  

 Track and assist Mechanic with Vehicle maintenance, scheduling actions for based Vehicles. 

 Coordinate movements of Vehicle fleet to ensure program and operations team goals are achieved at 
all times, this includes day to day round town trips and airport shuttles  

 Liaison with local Security Guards to ensure all IRC Monrovia assigned Vehicles are parked and Keys 
are turn over to the Fleet Office at the end of the work day. Report promptly to the Fleet Officer and/or 
Supply Chain Coordinator of any violation and delinquency. 

 Be willing to serve as primary backup to other field locations when duly requested 

 Carries out other duties as assigned by your supervisor to maximize program outcomes 
 

http://www.rescue.org/


Security/Communication: 
a. Ensure that all IRC security rules and procedures are respected at all times  
b. Ensure communication system in the vehicle is maintained and/or repaired to acceptable condition as 

required 
c. To ensure vehicle has updated contact phone number, call-sign. 

 
Common Duties: 

 Attend and participate in trainings identified/organized by department. 

 Follow any new procedures and guidelines designated in circulars from Supply Chain Coordinator, 
Deputy Director and/or Country Director. 

 
Expected Deliverables: 

 Assist in the compilation of the fuel cost and usage reports 

 Provide on-time, accurate weekly/monthly reports on vehicle repairs/maintenance history, utilization 
and any other reports requested by Supervisor to maximize department output 

 Good filing system for all vehicles and generators 

 Uphold the IRC Vehicle and Equipment Management Policy and contribute to the revision of country 
specific policy  

 Liaise with the Mechanic and maintain comprehensive list of vehicle spare parts and service 
maintenance requisition statement of work   

 Liaise with Drivers and ensure basic vehicle needs and Driver’s pool are met on time  
 

Qualifications: 
 

 At least three (3) years of progressive work experience in Transport/Fleet management 

 Bachelor degree in Transport Management, Logistics or similar education 

 Competent in spoken and written English  

 Mechanical background is a plus, or have obtained a certificate in any related vocation training 

 Competent use of reporting software and ability to work with Microsoft excel, word 
 
Personal Characteristics: 

 Strong sense of personal integrity 

 Attention to detail and hands-on skills 

 Team spirit and problem solving abilities 
 
Standards for professional Conduct (IRC Way) 
The IRC workers must adhere to the values and principles outlined in IRC Way- Standards for Professional Conduct. 
These are Integrity, Service and Accountability. In accordance with these values, the IRC operates and enforce policies 
on beneficiary protection from exploitation and abuse, Child Safeguarding, Anti Work Place Harassment, Fiscal Integrity 
and Anti- Retaliation. 
 
To apply: e-mail your CV and covering letter to: IRCLiberia.Recruitment@rescue.org  Fleet Assistant  as subject of your 
email or address it to: Human Resources Coordinator, International Rescue Committee, 11th Street Sinkor, Russell 
Avenue, Sinkor, Monrovia, or forward it to IRC’s nearest offices in Sanniquellie, Ganta, Bong, Lofa, Harper. Clearly 
label the envelope (Application: Fleet Assistant – ( Monrovia, Liberia).   
 

Deadline for Application- August 31, 2016 @ 4:00 PM 
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